Thoroughly evaluate the housing landscape, including supply, homelessness, evictions, landlord-tenant relations, zoning, multi-family housing, safety, and affordability.

Explore innovative solutions to best support residents and local communities.

Present recommendations to the 2025 Kentucky General Assembly to address the housing needs of Kentucky residents.

By convening an interim, legislative taskforce dedicated to housing, Kentucky can:

- Thoroughly evaluate the housing landscape, including supply, homelessness, evictions, landlord-tenant relations, zoning, multi-family housing, safety, and affordability.
- Explore innovative solutions to best support residents and local communities.
- Present recommendations to the 2025 Kentucky General Assembly to address the housing needs of Kentucky residents.

Research suggests that Kentucky is short 89,000 units of affordable housing.

The housing shortage has been made worse by natural disasters in Eastern and Western KY, which have destroyed over 10,000 units of housing. Many of the families whose homes were destroyed do not have the money to rebuild, with 6 in 10 of the homes destroyed in EKY being owned by families making less than $30,000 a year.

Research has found that building 100 single-family homes generates $28.7 million in local income, $3.6 million in taxes and other revenue for local governments, and 394 local jobs in just the first year.

Blueprint for Kentucky’s Children Policy Solution:

Establish an interim joint taskforce on Kentucky’s housing landscape to study the issue and create recommendations to address the housing crisis.